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ABSTRACT
Surface phenomena of many kinds were observed from boats and aircraft over
I-he Kuroshio Extension off the coast of J apan and from aircraft in the coastal area
from Cape lnubo to Kinkazan . The distribution of these surface phenomena (both
natural e.nd artificial) have been correlated with observed oceanic conditions , principally areas of upwelling .

INTRODUCTION
The ocean surface is by no means monotonou~ due to changing light,
and color, different types of waves, slicks, streaks, rips, and concentrations of organic matter, bubbles, debris, and other drifting objects.
Mariners and fishermen have observed these surface phenomena for
centuries, and of recent years they have become a subject of considerable interest. A comprehensive study of the current rip was published in 1938 by Uda, and subsequently numerous American workers
contributed valuable studies of natural slicks, surface films, streaks,
and similar phenomena (Dietz and LaFond, 1950; Ewing, 1950;
Stommel, 1951; Ford, et al., 1952; von Arx, et al., 1955; Cromwell
and Reid, 1956).
The present paper reports observations of the distribution of vttrious
surface objects (natural and artificial) by skipjack fishermen in boats
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and by Japanese oceanographers in aircraft over the Kuroshio Extension, and by observers in aircraft over the coastal area of Japan
from Cape lnubo to Kinkazan. These observations have been correlated to some extent with observed oceanic conditions, but more
detailed study remains for the future .
OBSERVATIONS BY SKIPJACK FISHERMEN
During summer 1956, skipjack fishermen, in their search for schools
of these fish, observed and prepared detailed reports and sketches of
the distribution of various kinds of surface phenomena and differences
in sea color. Fig. 1 shows a compilation of their observations by
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Figure I. Solid lines show presumed direction of surface phenomena. ba.sed on original sketches by
fishermen. B indicates biological aggregatioru,; F, feathers; V, vortices ; P , timbers and wood products; A , algae; U, bubbles; numerals, number of streaky slicks; r, several bands;"'•
number
of surface phenomena.

latitude and longitude; B represents biological concentrations such
as jellyfish, Physalia, etc.; F, feathers; V, vortices; P, wood products;
A, algae; and U, bubbles. Most of these phenomena were accompanied
by several bands of streaky slicks; a numeral indicates the number of
slicks noted; r indicates several bands; oo indicates a vast area of
countless patches. The presumed direction of a slick has been taken
from the original sketches made by the fishermen. Their widths were
frequently 10-40 m, but sometimes widths of 1000 m or more were
reported. The slicks varied greatly in length, 1-10 km being reported
most commonly. Temperature and color differences between the two
sides of a slick were also observed; the color was mostly whitish-blue
or greenish in the cold water and dark blue in the warm water. Surface phenomena were observed also at 164°E, 41°N, but these observations are not shown in Fig. 1.
Cold low-salinity water occurs on the northern edge of the Kuroshio
Extension, a phenomenon parallel to that reported for the Gulf
Stream (Ford, et al., 1952). Fig. 2 shows the location of the Kuroshio
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Figure 2. Surface phenomena relative to cold upwelling areas (C,- C,) adjacent to the Kuroshio
Extension (heavy solid lines) ; a single circle indicates either few surface markings or a directional observation ; a double circle indicates some surface obj ects; a triple circle indicates many or counties!
surface objects.

Extension together with its main axis as well as the cold upwelling
areas on its northern boundary- Ci, C2, CJ, C4- and on its southern
boundary- C5. The data are based on isotherms observed at a depth
of 100 m from 13 August to 13 September 1955 by the RYoFu-MARU.
The circles indicate the location of surface phenomena observed by
the skipjack boats from 4 June to 17 September ; a single circle represents a directional observation, or indicates that the surface objects
were few in number; a double circle denotes the fact that a number of
objects were present; and a triple circle indicates many or even countless phenomena. Apparently the surface phenomena were essentially
restricted to these cold areas, as the broken lines on the periphery of
each upwelling area indicate.
A section of isotherms (Fig. 3) demonstrates further the correlation
of zones of upwelling and surface phenomena. For this purpose iso147 °
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Figure 3. Sectional plane showing rela tionship of surface phenomena t o upwelling. T, thermocline;
upwelling zone; and D , sharp thermal discontinuity. The lower left curve gives the number of
areo.e of surface phenomena fo und at 39°30'-40°30'N.
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therms along 40°N, taken by the KYOSEI-MARU from 31 July thro~gh
5 August 1950, are employed. This section shows clearly the elevat10n
of the thermocline, T, and the cold upwelling zone, Z, surrounded by
the sharp thermal discontinuity, D. The accompanying graph in
the lower left corner of Fig. 3 correlates the upwelling area with the
number of areas of surface objects found by skipjack fishermen (during
their fishing season) within an area bounded by 39°30'-40°30'N and
143°-160°E. Note also the absence of surface objects from 151°1600E, outside the upwelling area.
Fig. 4, with 100 m isotherms obtained in August 1954 by SoYoMARU, KITAKAMI-MARU, RYoFu-MARU, and KA1Yo-MARU NO. 4,
shows a tongue of warm water, W, together with the cold upwelling
area, C . Each!of the circles represents surface phenomena noted by
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Figure 4. Surface phenomena in the area where warm water, W, comes into contact with cold
water, C; based on 100 m isotherms. Circles indicate locatiom of eurface phenomena.

skipjack fishermen during the 1954 fishing season. The relation of
surface objects to this oceanographic complex seems to demonstrate
that such oceanic conditions are favorable for a concentration of surface objects.
OBSERVATIONS FROM AIRCRAFT

K uroshio Extension . A wide-angle time-lapse motion picture
camera mounted in an aircraft was used in a survey on 29 May 1956
to detect visual evidence of frontal outcroppings over the Kuroshio
Extension from the coast out to 144°E. The course of the flight was
planned partly from temperature observations of the sea and partly
from visual observations. The flight was made at an altitude of about
3000 feet, and as surface phenomena along the course were observed,
the plane was fl.own over them. The phenomena appeared as ensembles of countless isolated patches of dark-blue midst the whitish
blue sea; in a relatively calm sea these patches were light and ruffled .
The intermittent areas between the surface phenomena probably
arose from the same causes which created the shingling structure of
the Gulf Stream noted by von Arx, et al., (1955) . Also, the coinci-
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dental occurrence of upwellings and surface phenomena are assumed
to be characteristic.
Cape Inubo to Kinkazan. On 20 M ay 1956 an aerial survey was
carried out over the coastal sea area from Cape Inubo to Kinkazan,
almost all of it along 142°E. The abundance of surface phenomena
in the · coastal area was striking. Most outstanding in this area were
the long narrow bands which were frequently composed of bubbles and
which were of a different color from the surrounding waters. The
various objects in the coastal area were classified into seven major
types: the single and concentrated; the single and scattered; the multiple and concentrated; the multiple and scattered; the crossed ; the
branched; and the showered [sic] .
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